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Much more than a how-to guide, Zen and the Art of Stand-Up Comedy, this is the most detailed and comprehensive book on the subject to date. Therefore, I decided that it could be considered a classic practical guide to learning stand-up as such. Let me give you one very interesting example. Do you remember how your friend recently told you that he married a comedian? You replied that this was a complete surprise for you. But
now I want you to look at the problem from a different angle. Why were there many comic moments and jokes in his speech? Why didn't you notice that he was stupid? Why did he speak so reservedly and accurately about his marriage and could not even predict in advance how events would develop? Pick Your Friends Up by Jon, Margaret, and Doyle Jaffe deals with this issue from an outsider's perspective. As a result, you will
learn how to learn stand-up in order to understand your friends. Think about how often in your life there are people who are not like you in terms of intellectual, social, or even physical development? How many friends can you name who are far behind you in intellectual development, as well as in socio-economic or social terms? There are more and more such friends every year. There are many women among your friends, and
there are fewer and fewer women. In Catch Your Friends! Jefferson talks about four main types of friends. And although most of them are not clowns, you will find many people among them who seem very, very ordinary to you. One type of "ugly friends" are completely pretenders who hide their true personality traits. They look like jesters, but at the same time they have a rather stupid look. They have low self-esteem, shyness,
and they do not understand what they want from them. This type of "stupid friends" is extremely harmful, as it often leads to conflicts, resentment and even quarrels. The third type of friends are nice and kind people. They respect you, understand that you have a complex character and sometimes they just donâ€™t understand you, which is why they often lose their patience. However, we, those around us, can exert additional
influence on them to help them. Sometimes you just need to be more tactful
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